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Ouachita National Recreation Trail / Sect 1
Ouachita National Forest (OK)

Section 1 is the western-most portion of the OT, running from Talihena State Park (Mile 0.0) in the west to Winding Stair Trailhead (mile 
23.7) in the east.  This section is completely within Oklahoma; it parallels Talihena Scenic drive and lies mostly withinin the Winding Stair 
National Recreation Area.  Section 1 is perhaps the most difficult section of the trail as well.  The vertical challenges (about 1200' total 
variance) are not as severe as in section two and some of the later areas, but the footing is terrible.  This is a VERY rocky area.  The trail 
crosses several rock glaciers, and at times their is no tread at all, simply blue blazes on rocks.  The worst rocks are bewtween miles 10 - 
14.  The stretch from Deadman's Gap (mm 8.0) to Horsethief Springs (mm 19.9) is almost 12 miles of very rough terrain with no easy way 
to break it up.
There are some beautiful scenic overlooks in this section and areas where the trail runs along a shelf with steep rock bluffs above you and 
sharp drop offs below.  There are two shelters in this section, both uilt by Friends of the Ouachita Trail in 2013:  Rock Graden Shelter (m 
9.4) and Holson Valley Vista Shelter (m 16.8).  Section 1 lies within the Choctaw and Kiamichi ranger districts, operated as a single district, 
out of Heavener, OK.
Planning notes: 1. There is no good way to break this trip up,because of the 12 mile stretch from Deadman's Gap to Horsethief Spring.   

Past trips have done a two day trip from State Line to 259 (17 miles) and a three day trip from 259 to Talihena.  This 
leaves that awful 12 mile stretch in the middle of three day trip.  Recommendation:  Make the trip from state line to 
Winding Stair TH (22.6 miles) and the next trip all of Section 1 only (23.7 miles).  Either can be two long hiking days or 
three shorter ones.
2. There are a few forest road access points that provide better hike plan alternatives, but they are useable ONLY IF a 
shuttle crew is availble.  None of these are designated trailheads; there is no parking; and they are not marked.  The 
Horsethief Trail intersection (18.7) is good to shorten the long middle daay, but has no parking so is useful only with 
shuttle crew;  FR 8553 requires a 2-mile drive on a bad forest road (no low cars).  This access is not recommended for 
hiking, but could  be useful for maintenance or emergency access.  See "Other access points" below.
3. For overnight accomodations, the best choice is the Big Cedar RV Park and Campground near intersection of US 259 
and OK 63.  Other choices include:  Hotels/motels in Talihena or Heavener; Qu Wilhelmina Lodge; campers can stay at 
Talimena SP

Access Notes: 1. All trailheads are well marked and offer good parking.
2. West end of Trail (Mile '0'):  Talimena State Park on 271, several miles N of Talihina, OK
3. Deadman's Gap TH on scenic hwy 1; 8 miles from West end
4. Spur trail access at Horsethief Trail intersection (18.7) - not a real trailhead.  No parking.  Not marked on highway.
5. Horsethief Springs TH and Winding Stair TH also on scenic hwy 1
6. Big Cedar Creek off Hwy 259; south of rte 1; about a mile north of OK hwy 63
7. Other access points:  FR 6010 (mile 5.8); FR 6014 (mi 21.7).  Both of these are just off Hwy 1.
8. FR 8553 (@ mi 13); a bad road with a long shuttle drive.
9. Unmarked location on hwy 1; short spur trail to trail at Holston Valley Vista (mi 16.9).  This spot is 2.5 road miles west 
of Horsethief Springs TH, or 7.7 miles west of hwy 259/hwy 1 intersection

For additional info: Tim Ernst: "Ouchita Trail Guide" (Fifth edition)
USFS detailed map of Ouachita Trail [map TR-1 (det); free download http://www.fs.fed.us/r8/ouachita/maps/
For current trail conditions, see:  Friends of the Ouachita Trail (www.friendsOT.org)USFS Oklahoma ranger districts:  918-653-2991
Topo segment maps for entire trail available at www.ouachitamaps.com/
USFS Oklahoma ranger districts:  918-653-2991

                                Recent hike leaders

- - - - - - - - - - - 
 

OMH Overnight

                   Recent Hikes:  
- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 9, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson Hikers: 14 OMH Overnight

Route:  Deadman's Gap to Talimena SP [mile 8.0 - 0.0]

8.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

This was the concluding event of over three years of hiking the entire OT.  At least four weather-related cancellations pushed this 
last overnight from early in the year to October.  However, weather held this time, and three members were awarded their T-shirts: 
Ralph Butler, Jim Davis, and Bobby Witherington.  A commemorative cake and champagne was provided.
There were less obstacles on this final section than on yesterday's hike and we encountered only a few places where debris or tree 
limbs slowed progress.  We covered the last seven miles in 4 hours, 15 mins., which included water and strip breaks as well as a 
20 minute trail lunch break at a vista point.
Overnight notes: See Oct 7, 2014
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Oct 8, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson Hikers: 14 OMH Overnight

Route:  Horsethief Trail Intersction to Deadman's Gap [18.7 - 8.0]

10.7  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

Day 2 of overnight to complete section 1
Sadly, the segment from around Horsethief Springs all the way to Deadmans Gap was in bad shape, with little relief.  High weeds, 
briars, debris and fallen limbs and trees on the treadway slowed the hikers significantly.
Thanks to shuttle crew: Cliff Harrison; Ernie Weidenberger, Debbie Van Veghel -- all trip participants who did not hike.
This hike leader would NOT recommend hiking this segment again until serious trail maintenance has been performed.  It is 
suggested that another Highway 1 access spur be developed mile or so further west of the Horsethief Trail spur we used.  The OT at 
this point swings back to within a couple hundred yards of the highway.   So doing would allow hikers to add a mile to the segment 
connecting to Winding Stairs, and cut a mile from the 10.7 mile segment to Deadmans Gap.   Lat/Lon coordinates for the proposed 
spur are 34.74364 / 94.75974.  The access point at the highway could remain unmarked, as it is with the current access spur west 
of Horsethief Springs.
Overnight notes: See Oct 7, 2014

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 7, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson 14 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stair TH (m 23.7) to Horsethief Trail intersection (m 18.7)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

Day one of overnight.  Used new break point at Horsethief Springs trail intersection (18.7),  This intersection is one mile west of the 
Horsethief Springs picnic area, and there is an access spur up to Highway 1.
Overnight notes: Because the number of hikers now participating in OT overnights in the Oklahoma segments, we were no longer 

able to accommodate everyone at the Big Cedar RV and Campgrounds on Route 63 (near Highway 259).  
Additionally, the Queen Whilhelmena  State Park Lodge renovations were delayed, so lodging was unavailable 
there, except for those who wanted to RV or tent camp.
Green Country Inn, 820 US highway 59, Heavener, OK  (918-653-7801).  The rooms were comfortable, and the 
price was right at $55 for a single. Rooms at the back of motel avoid highway and train noises.  It also afforded us 
a place to hold happy hour in the parking lot.  Best to coordinate all this IN PERSON with the motel manager as 
most of the staff speak little English.
One of the shuttlers stayed at Talimena State Park.  While the price was probably right, it would have been more 
convenient for him to have stayed at the nearby Lake Wister State Park.
Southern Belle diner/restaurant (across the highway from motel) served excellent food (918-653-4453). Closed on 
Wednesday nights.
Breakfast at Bear’s Home Town Café,a mile from hotel (119 E. Ave C, Heavener, 918-653-7492).  The food and 
service was excellent, and some ordered a sandwich to go for trail lunch.
Simons Pizzeria, next door to Bear's (E. Ave C,  918-653-7100).  Food and service so-so, but huge quantities at 
small $$.  The ambience was zip.  Would do in a pinch, but I would look elsewhere.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 7, 2011 Leader: Jim Gifford 17 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  FR 6014 west to Talihena State Park [5.8 - 0.0]

5.8  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Watershed areas; dry waterfalls.
Dogwood trees in full bloom, particularly near park. 

Day three of three-day Section One trip.  Jim led the trip for Marv (who came down sick).
Compared to the rocks of day one and two, this was literally a "walk in the park".  Most of trail easy going, almost all downhill.
Jeannie Eichler and Mike Gold finished the Ouachita Trail, so we had an appropriate celebration and shirt ceremony at end of trail.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hodgen, OK (See Apr 5).

Late lunch at Butcher Block in Mena on way home (after Jim's scenic tour of Albion, OK).
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Apr 6, 2011 Leader: Jim Gifford 16 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  FR 6014 west past Horesthief Spring to FR 8553 [21.7 - @ 13] + half mile walk out

9.2  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Views of Holston Valley all along route
Holston Valley Vista (mi 16.9)
Rock glaciers; rock formations; weird trees. 

Day two of three-day Section One trip.  Jim led the trip for Marv (who came down sick).
Lunch at a nice little rock garden about mile 17 (five minutes before reaching Holston Valley Vista -- the right place for lunch.  
Jeannie found Morrell mushrooms, which were sauteed in butter this evening for a great treat.
Ben's flat tire led to memorable ride down the very rough forest road (Sondra and Carol with wild tails of bouncing off ceiling in car).  
Crew of three managers, several experts, a kibitzer, and one worker got his tire changed.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hodgen, OK (See Apr 5).

Stopped at "End of Trail Tavern & Grill" on Holston Valley Road (few miles west of hwy 259).  Great little "biker 
bar".  Might be fun to try for dinner.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 5, 2011 Leader: Jim Gifford 17 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  FR 6010 east to FR 8553 [5.8 - @ 13] + half mile walk out

8  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 3

sss: View southward toward Lake Bohannon (mi 6 - 7);
Rock glaciers; rock formations; weird trees. 

Day one of three-day Section One trip.  Jim led the trip for Marv (who came down sick).  This was a new way to break up section 1.  
Possible only because of Ben and his shuttle crew (Charline, Janis, Biker Mike).
Didn't get hiking until one o'clock; after five when we finally came out. This section is slow going.  Jim offered a half mile warm-up 
walk before setting off on the (correct) trail.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hodgen, OK (OK 63 and US 259) Tues/ Wed night.    918-651-3271   

http://www.bigcedarrvpark.com.  Rented three cabins to capacity.
Joy and Jeannie organized meals each night -- lots of food.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Nov 11, 2008 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 13 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Talihena State Park (mile 0) to Horsethief springs (mi 19.9); Hwy 259 (30.5) to Winding Stair trailhead (23.7)

26.7  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 3

Hiking over three days (Nov 11 - 13).  No report received, but rumor has it everyone had a good time.
Overnight notes: Once again, we stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259.  Have cabins, RV 

hookups, and campsites.  Great hosts.  918/851-3271  www.bigcedar.net

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 4, 2008 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 14 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stair TH (m 23.7) to Horsethief Springs (m 19.9)

7.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

Overnight to complete section 2.  Planned for State Line to Winding Stair TH, but bad weather came into play. Month of rain had 
Big Cedar creek overflowing and changed our plan.
Completed Sect 2, Pahubbe to Hwy 259 same day, for total of 7..6 mi.   Left a gap of four miles from Hwy 259 to winding stair TH.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259.  Have cabins, RV hookups, and 

campsites.  Great hosts.  918/851-3271  www.bigcedar.net
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Jan 11, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 14 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Deadman's Gap to Horsethief Springs (8.0 - 19.9)

12.0  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Views from ridge tops, particulalry on the ledges where a rock 
structure is above you on one side, with steep drop off on the 
other.
rock glaciers 

This is perhaps the toughest piece of the Ouachita Trail.  It took it out of most of us.  Games this evening gave way to massage.  
Ten of us did the whole thing; two did a partial hike; and Ben/Sadie shuttled.
Bo & Brenda Lea completed the Ouachita Trail on this hike.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 10, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 13 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Talimena SP to Deadman's Gap (00.0 - 8.0)

8.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

First hike of first day of three-day, thirty-mile trip.
Gray, overcast day precluded much visibility.
Ben & Sadie "shuffled cars".

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 10, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 10 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Horsethief Springs to Winding Stair Trailhead (19.9 - 23.7)

3.8  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

Second hike of the day.  Did this piece out of sequence to make second day easier.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259.  Have cabins, RV hookups, and 

campsites.  Great hosts.  918/851-3271  www.bigcedar.net
Kris and Brenda led us in games

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 6, 2003 Leader: Mike Zeller Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Deadman's Gap to Horsethief Springs [8.0 - 19.9]

11.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

Overnight to complete western sections of OT
Very rocky, difficult footing; but not overly strenuous
Trip participants not hiking: Ben Glazer; Ann Haase; Sadie Wingard; Maureen Greer; Charline Knight

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 5, 2003 Leader: Mike Zeller Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Deadman's Gap to Talimena SP [mile 8.5 - 0.0]

8.5  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

Overnight to complete western sections of OT
Cold start (about 30 deg)
Overnight notes: Stayed at Lazy R motel in Talihina; campers stayed at Talimena SP;  potluck dinner at SP (cold evening)

Great dinner at Italian Cafe in Talihina (closed 2004)
Good breakfast at "The Little Store" (gas station/mart) across from Italian restaurant in Talihina


